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Birth Details
Name
Mr Y
Birth Date
Tuesday, July 12, 1955
Birth Time
9:20:00 AM
Gender
Male
City
Delhi
Country
India
Astro Details
Lagna
Leo
Moon Sign
Pisces
Sun Sign
Gemini
Birth Star
Uttrabhadra
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The planetary positions in a birth chart play a great role in one’s
life. Generally the planets are influencing humans in 2 ways.
One is the major and the minor planetary period influences.
Another is the transit effects in various signs of the zodiac. The
major and minor periods will bring the good or bad results in life
depend upon their positions at the time of birth in the birth chart;
but the results of the transits of planets depend up on the sign /
house they are transiting.
The planetary effects on human life depend upon the karmic deeds
of a person’s previous birth. In our every birth the good or bad
deeds done by us are accountable in the God’s book. We take birth
based on these karmic deeds of past births and experiences
happiness or unhappiness in this birth by the effects of planets –
who are the representatives of God. Saturn is Destiny planet. This
planet acts as a justificatory authority to decide our fate of life
during its transit influence. Saturn is known as “Ayush Karaka” –
“Planet for Longevity” and “Jeevana Karaka” – “Planet for
Profession”. Well placed Saturn in a birth chart blesses long span
of live and satisfied growth in career life; while poorly placed
Saturn brings health sufferings or unsuccessful in professional
life.
Sincere prayers, performing remedies with trust in spirituality
and honesty will help us to face or to overcome the difficulties
happened by Saturn transit.
Saturn is the slow moving planet and the events resulted by this
planet will also materialize slowly in a person’s life. Saturn
transits in a zodiac sign approximately for a period of 2 ½ years.
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As per your chart your ascendant (the 1st house of the birth
chart) is Leo governed by the Sun. Your Moon sign is
Pisces.
From 2nd November 2014 Saturn will be transiting to the 9th
house from your Moon sign.
The 9th house indicates father, ancestral blessings, spiritual
inclinations, pilgrimage fortune, higher education / learning
interest, receipt of communications and long distant connections.
By this transit of Saturn you will experience the happenings
related to these indications by Saturn transit till January 2017.
From 2nd November 2014 until 30th November 2014 when
Saturn is transiting in the star Vishakha
The star Vishakha is ruled by Jupiter. As per your chart this is
the 5th and the 8th house lord. Jupiter is placed in exaltation in the
12th house in your birth chart. So Saturn will bring results of
these house indicating matters during this period. Children may
not understand your difficulties or problems. They will ignore
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you.You will have disappointments by someone and unable to get
expected satisfaction in life. More expenses are also indicated. It is
better for you to be calm and flexible with the situations and
people. Long travels, but break in travel or returning back on the
middle way may be likely to happen. So avoid long travels during
this period.
From 30th November 2014 until 28th December 2015 when
Saturn is transiting in the star Anuradha
The star Anuradha is governed by Saturn. As per your chart this
is the 6th and the 7th house lord. Saturn is placed in the 3rd house
in retrograde motion in your birth chart. You will experience
events related these house indicating matters during this period.
Discontented mindset is indicated due to health issues or
differences of opinion with life partner. You may feel difficulty to
have cordial relationship with others. You should start practicing
meditation to get control over the mind. This will be helpful to get
rid of misunderstandings with others; then you will be able to cope
up with others.

From 28th December 2015 until 26th January 2017 when
Saturn is transiting in the star Jyeshta
The star Jyeshta is owned by Mercury. As per your chart this is
the 2nd and the 11th house lord. Mercury is placed in the 11th house
in your birth chart. During this period the happenings in your life
will have focuss on the above said matters. Family members will
be cordial and friendly with you. Friends will have mutual
understanding with you. Your decisions will be given importance
by others. Others will understand about you well. In every way
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this will be a satisfying period of your life. What you have thought
earlier will become true and favorable to you.

Saturn transit nutshell:
Positive:
 Spiritual growth
 Pilgrimage
 Foreign travel
Negative:
 Obstacle in career
 Disappointments
Remedial measures recommended:
To nullify the malefic effects of Saturn do the following remedies
in person.
 Everyday daily in the morning feed the crow or raven.
 Feed the physically challenged or elderly people.
 Provide them with blue or black color clothes.
 Wear “Blue Sapphire” gemstone ring (in middle finger) or
pendant.
Special Remedies:
Perform “Saturn Homa” once in 6 months.
In front of “Navagraha Yantra” daily pray all the 9 planets
regularly.
Chant “Om Saneeswaraaya Namaha” 108 times on Saturdays.
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Pray to the “Lord Hanuman” on Saturdays.
Chant “Hanuman Chalisa” on Saturdays.
To know more about the remedies please click the
following links:
http://www.astroved.com/planetary-yantra-nine-planetyantra-p28.aspx
http://www.astroved.com/planetary-fire-lab-saturn-fire-labhoma--p56.aspx
Wish you Good Luck!
For any clarification with the above predictions / answers /
information, please contact to the following mail id
astrologer@astroved.com
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